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Ra's al ghul daughter arrow

44 My Rating: heart: :heart: :heart: :heart: :heart: :heart: What I like all do not like anything Nyssa Raatko better known as Nyssa al Ghul, is a former member of the League of Assassins and an ally of Team Arrow. Nyssa is also the daughter of the late Ra's al Ghul, paternal younger half-sister Talia al Ghul, husband
Oliver Queen, former lover Sara Lance and former mentor/close friend of the late Laurel Lance. He brought Sara Nanda Parbat. He was briefly Ra's al Ghul and the last person to have the title. Like the 44 Arrows? Join the community. Get Amino Species Status Human Alive Head League of Assassins (briefly;
formerly)Ally of Team Arrow League of Assassins (former) Ra's al Ghul (formerly; briefly) Katrina LawTaylor Dianne Robinson (young) I know the toll a father can have on a child, even long after he's gone. - Nyssa al Ghul et Thea Queen[src] Nyssa Raatko (Arabic: ررا is a former member and ally [1](born 10 May 1985) (ا 
of the Assassins' Alliance. Nyssa is also the daughter of the late Ra's al Ghul and the late Amina Raatko, the younger paternal half-sister Talia al Ghul and the younger mother's half-sister Saracon. She is also a former lover of Sara Lance and former mentor/close friend of the late Laurel Lance. Nyssa saved Sara Lian
from Yu and brought her to Nanda Parbat to train in the League. Nyssa was briefly Ra's al Ghul and the last person to have the title, making a personal choice to disband the League of Assassins and destroy the ring of Ra's al Ghul. Soon after Sara Lance's resurrection, she destroyed the Lazarus hole to prevent it from
being used. Nyssa decided to leave with Thea Queen and Roy Harper to find and destroy Lazarus pits, which were discovered by Malcolm Merlyn. The original multiverse early life nyssa al Ghul was born on 10 December 1945. Nyssa was born with a sick infant and her father took her away from her mother about as
soon as she was born. Nyssa was raised in the Nanda Parbat League of Assassins, becoming a fencer at the age of eight. [3] Among those with whom he trained was Athena. [4] Nyssal had an older half-sister, Talia al Ghul, and the two were presumed to be close. But at some point when Nyssa was a child, Talia left
Nanda Parbat to forge her way after realizing Ra's would never pass her coat on her. Nyssa was later left to endure her father's harsh nature alone and grew up to despise Talia for abandoning him. After Talia left, Nyssa became the successor to her father when the prophecy that someone survived the battle against him
was not fulfilled.  Nyssa was very mischievous in her youth, Thief's thief. He often stole an extra atayef at mealtime and put sweets in his room, but Ra always found his hiding places. Nyssa would grow up to learn that she couldn't hide anything from her. [6] From a young age, Nyssa loathed her father and lived
constantly before her. He concealed a burning desire one day to kill the Ra and take his place as the demon's bead. However, she was proud of her title as the demon's daughter and a member of the League. In 1993, Nyssa brought Malcolm Merlyn to see his father to be trained as a league member. At his first meeting,
Nyssa named Malcolm Al Sa-her (Magician) after he pulled the coin out of his ear as a magic trick. [3] In his father's scuffle, Nyssa travelled to Lian Yu in October 2008, a year after queen Gamambiti drowned. There he met Sara Lance starving to death, having seemingly given up living. This event was unknowingly
orchestrated by Sara herself, when a future version of her said her father back in the 1960s sent Nyssa Lian Yu to find her younger self a year after Queen Gambit had drowned. She took Sara and nursed her back to health, and Sara decided to join the Hitman League. However, Ra has never seen Sara worthy enough
in the League as Sara never fully gave up her previous life, as part of the League code, and still remembered who she was and where she came from, and Ra has even tried to make Sara leave with a demonstration of her power. However, Sara simply laughed, while others were trembling with fear and from that moment
on, Nyssa deeply fell in love with Sara. At one point, Sara began to bring back affection and became lovers. Ra's, however, never approved of nyssa's relationship with Sara when she saw Sara's weakness as her future heir, knowing that Sara would one day leave the League, either by choice or death. In 2013, after
Malcolm Merlyn's venture, Sara Nanda left Parbat to check on her family, but did not return after a few weeks. Nyssa finally found out she refused to go back home. After that, he set out to find Sara and use all means to find her loved one. Looking for Sara Nyssa arrived in Starling City to find Sara. Scanning his passport
declared him an active A.R.G.U.S. threat. The security services, who tried to hold him, met with brutal force in his hands. After that, Nyssa quickly left the airport. Nyssa finally found Sara and kissed her. Nyssa revealed that she had not decided what she would do to Sara, as well as showing that she knew Oliver Queen
was watching from afar. Sara asked Oliver to handle nyssa. They walked away and discussed their former relationship. Nyssa expressed how painful it was that Sara left him without saying goodbye. Sara responded to him with warmth and emotion, apologizing. He begged Nyssa to release him from the League, as Ra's
al Ghul had done with Malcolm before. But Nyssa brushed it off like a terrible one-off mistake. After sharing another close moment, Sara told Nyssale she wouldn't go back and do what she had to do. Sara was standing waiting when Nyssa pulled her dagger from her thigh. Surprise him, Nyssa wouldn't kill him, leaving
him. Later, Sara's mother, Dinah Lance, was kidnapped by a league member while working with Nyssa. Oliver and Sara tried to stop them as they drove away, but Nyssa drove them back with a deadly arrow current. Nyssa called Sara, telling her she had 24 hours to make the decision to re-join the League or face the
consequences of abandoning them. Nyssa had no choice in this matter because she also faced the consequences of not trying to bring Sara back properly. Nyssa keeps a dying Sara in her arms. It turned out Nyssa attracted Sara coming back from Starling poisoning Laurel Lance with snake venom, and after witnessing
another League member kill herself earlier, Sara decided to take her poison vial and told Nyssa she would join the League. When he arrived with his father, Nyssa released Dinah. She was happy to see Sara back, only to be shocked to see Sara taking the poison. It sent Nyssa into despair with sadness and rage. When
Sara's parents arrived, she immediately and quickly disarmed Quentin and was about to kill them before being blocked by Arrow. The two engaged in archery and hand-to-hand combat, where Nyssa disarmed and nearly killed Oliver with his dagger. But Oliver managed to suffocate him. As it happened, Sara fought
them, asking Oliver to spare his former lover. Oliver rushed to Sara's side, saving her with Lian Yuüris. Touching Sara's would be the final act, Nyssa released her vows in the League. When the police arrived, Nyssa was found nowhere. Sara later contacted him and agreed to re-join the League if Nyssa helped save
Starling City. Oliver's team was joined by Nyssa and a group of league members, including John Diggle, Felicity Smoak and Roy Harper. They armed themselves with arrows that included the Mirakuru treatment to fight deathstroke soldiers and treat the Mirakuru serum in their bodies. Oliver instructed Nyssa and his
group not to kill anyone, he disagreed at first, telling him that the League did not take prisoners, but ultimately decided to follow his orders. They then confronted Slade in his office and beat all his soldiers while he managed to escape. Nyssa and Sara were able to quickly take down Isabel Rochev, who began taunting
Oliver. Although nyssa himself, so there were no killings, he himself disarmed and neutralized Isabel Rochev, telling Oliver that your reluctance to do what was necessary is the reason your city is on fire. The group then went into the tunnel to attack Slade's Army of Mirakuru-infused thugs. The Commission has Use your
archery and close combat skills to defeat soldiers. Nyssa personally fired several shots during the Shotelli tunnel that saved Oliver and Roy. After Slade's plan derailed, Nyssa swore at Sara's father, Quentin Lance, to protect Sara. Then he voluntarily took Sara away with him on the ship to join the League. After Sara
returned to the League, she and Nyssa continued their relationship. When Ra heard the news about Malcolm that he was in Starling City, he told Sara to go check it out. The night before she left, Sara and Nyssa slept with each other. Nyssa offered to replace Sara when she felt something bad was going to happen to
Sara. But Sara died when Nyssa was worried. [9] Not long later, Malcolm killed Sara thea through Queen. Nyssa decided to find out what happened to Sara when her lover wasn't in contact for a while. Chasing Sara's killer in the event of Sara's disappearance, Nyssa rushed to The Arrow Cave, pointing oliver at the
arrow. Oliver informed him of Sara's death. Shocked and heartbroken, Nyssa revealed that Malcolm was still alive and that Sara had come to Starling City to trace the rumor that she was here. Nyssa visited Sara's grave, where she met Laurel. Nyssa vowed to avenge Sara's killer using the words را را  . Nyssa went to
Sara's safe house and started crying when she noticed Oliver behind him. He and Oliver found pictures and notes Sara had taken during Malcolm's investigation. Team Arrow and Nyssa found out Merlyn was hiding in a Buddhist temple. When he infiltrated the temple, Nyssa confronted a leader who meditated. Realizing
that it was Malcolm when the driver died years ago, Nyssa tried to kill him, but Malcolm incapacitated him and fled the scene, even though Oliver was able to put a tracker on him. Nyssa was mad at Oliver for not trying to kill Malcolm. Nyssa was angry when she had spoken to Malcolm and didn't think she'd killed Sara.
After finding out Thea was actually Malcolm's daughter, Nyssa kidnapped her as bait to lure Malcolm to him. Oliver released Thea and started fighting Nyssa. Malcolm later showed up and soon succeeded in power nyssa. Malcolm swore to Nyssa that he didn't kill Sara and suspected his own father was the killer. Oliver
told Nyssa that he wouldn't kill Malcolm or let the league come near him, much to Nyssa's anger. Before leaving town, Nyssa spoke to Laurel, whom she encouraged to train and grow stronger. After Nanda Parbat returned, Nyssa reported what had happened to her father, who assured her that Malcolm was facing justice.
However, Nyssa seemed to have doubts regarding Malcolm's guilt in Sara's death, especially when her father announced that Sara would never truly be one of us. After hearing about Oliver's decision to protect Malcolm, Ra declared war on him. Nyssa later Starling City with a group of assassins and caught Oliver. He
informed her that he had 48 hours to find Sara's killer, or the league was going to kill the citizens. After that, he was there when the deadline was over and his father was talking to Oliver. Oliver said he killed Sara, which made her react in disbelief. Oliver lied that he killed her because he begged her because he didn't
want to return to the league. He then called his father to trial in a battle he accepted. He was present on the hill where Oliver and his father got a duel. She said she envied Oliver when she saw Sara soon . Nyssa watched Oliver and his father duel. Ra eventually gained dominance by fatally stabbing Oliver in the
abdomen and hitting the discus from the mountain, seemingly to death. Later, Nyssa confronted her father that Oliver was still alive. Ra was aware of this and said he also knew Oliver didn't kill Sara. Nyssa questions if she ever approved of her relationship with Sara. He said he knew their love would only end with
heartache. Nyssa mentioned that even if Oliver didn't kill Sara, he still deserves to defy his father.  Nyssa and a group of killers went to Starling City when they were looking for Malcolm Merlyn, they got in touch with Thea, who offers them Malcolm Merlyn in exchange for safety. Nyssa agreed and Thea told them where
Malcolm was. Nyssa and her team will find Malcolm if Laurel attacks him. He just fended her off and took her bat, after which she pulled a gun on her. His assassins quickly tied Laurel up and surrounded Malcolm. Nyssa confronted Malcolm in a duel when he used his scimitar and he used the bat laurel. After a short fight,
he managed to beat him and knock him out.  Preparing to leave by helicopter Nyssa told Malcolm he was suffering from what he did. Malcolm replied that his father only wanted to punish him for the venture, and he never cared about Sara. Malcolm said his love for Sara made him take his father's place. Oliver Queen
came to help. Nyssa told her men to leave with Malcolm as she prepared to hold Oliver back. He struggled with Oliver, how he could tie him up with a stunt arrow and catch him. When the helicopter flew malcolm, he told Oliver malcolm would never be seen again. Locked in a cage in arrowcave, Nyssa spent her time
meditating as Oliver and his team discussed what to do. Oliver sent the rest away when he asked where Nanda Parbat was. Nyssa explained that each of her actions was disappointed with the revenge death of Sara, and she tells her location because she is sure she will die there. Laurel later brought her water and
Nyssa said Malcolm gets tortured by her father, but Laurel doesn't seem to please how the killer can be punished. Laurel said that he Merlyn and that she was like a piece of Sara that still existed. But now she's gone she doesn't even remember the sound of Sara making her laugh. Nyssa told him that the first time Sara
was brought to her father, she witnessed a demonstration of her power, but she just laughed when she was completely innocent. That was the moment Nyssa fell in love with him. The touched Laurel thanks him for sharing it. Thea later visited him in his cage when he explained that he could not live with the guilt of what
he did. Thea explained to Nysa that she lied to him and that she was the one who killed Sara. Thea then opened the cage door and hands Nyssa her scimitar as she says she may have her revenge.  Nyssa took scimitar, but refused to kill Theat. A frustrated Thea explained how she killed Sara when she was drugged.
Nyssa said the murder will be avenged by Malcolm's death. Laurel and Roy came and attacked Nyssa when they believed he was on the run. Nyssa knocked them both to the ground, but was shot with anesthesia and passed out. Locked in a cage, he was surprised when Oliver came back and set him free. He
demanded an explanation when he refused to believe that his father had let Malcolm go. Oliver just told him to go home.  When he arrived at Nanda Parbat, his father said coldly that he was glad to see her again. He insisted he knew why he let Malcolm go. His father explained that it was a favor for Oliver to become his
heir. Nyssa said it was because she didn't approve of her relationship with Sara. His father explained how he was not fit to be his heir because he had allowed weakness to come into his life, which had made him emotional about his decision. Nyssa tried to kill him with a sword blow, which he easily blocked. Nyssa said
she doesn't watch her legacy given to an outsider and left. Leaving the League Nyssa later came back to Starling City and rescued Laurel as the police department was under attack from Murmur. Killing several gunmen, he left the scene. Nyssa later spoke to Laurel and told her Laurel reminded her of Sara. Nyssa asked
Laurel if she'd talked to her dad because they both had some problems with their dads. Laurel agreed and they went to dinner when Nyssa complimented her fighting skills and offered to train her if she stayed in Starling City for a while.   He met Oliver in the alley when he asked for help. He refused to betray his father,
which led to him raising Sara. He then gave Team Arrow the location of the building, which the league has used on the stage. Nyssa then showed up and helped Laurel when she was cornered by her father. [12] Nyssa continued to train Laurel. He made Laurel pursue a criminal. When Laurel and the perpetrator fought
and she began to defeat her Nyssa quickly intervened and took her out. Nyssa showed Laurel that the perpetrator was carrying two And the two went to find a milkshake.  When drinking their milkshake Nyssa was surprised by the fries and talked about how they enjoyed spending their time together. Nyssa mentioned
that she enjoyed the last few weeks and thanked Laurel for being kind to her after her father had responded. Laurel mentioned that she had to tell Nyssa how Oliver was in the League now. Nyssa mentioned that Laurel shouldn't have kept it from her and angrily left the restaurant.  Laurel met Nyssa in her hideout and
told her she was sorry she didn't tell him she didn't want to upset him when she seemed so happy these last two weeks. Nyssa told Laurel that she shouldn't keep secrets, especially after her relationship with her father suffered because of her secrets. Nyssa told Laurel that she should stay away from him if Oliver and
the League come after her now that she has become the heir.  Nyssa and Laurel went to John and Felicity and told them Oliver was brainwashed and he's no longer the person they knew him. John and Felicity mentioned that they couldn't believe it, and Nyssa told them she was damaging the memory they had of him.
He told them he wasn't hiding and he was going to face her and accept his fate.  Nyssa went to the roof where Sara was killed. Oliver showed up and asked him if he still remembered him or if his father had destroyed his memory of him. Oliver told him he had to come to Nanda Parbat. The two tried to shoot each other,
but both managed to evade and block the arrows. Nyssa and Oliver then fought each other using their bows and swords. After a short fight, Oliver quickly disarmed Nyssa and knocked him to the ground. Before he could kill him, Laurel and John stopped him. As they told him to retreat Oliver quickly escaped the arena by
jumping on the roof.  The wounded Nyssa speaks to Laurel in her hiding place. In the hiding place, Nyssa raised her wounds and told Laurel that she shouldn't have intervened. Laurel mentioned that she didn't want to lose him after all the people she lost. Nyssa mentioned that in recent weeks she realized there was life
outside the league but the daughter of a demon that life would never be for her. Laurel mentioned that she didn't recognize Oliver when she fought Nyssa. Nyssa mentioned that she's changed, but Laurel mentioned that she could change. John and Felicity visited them and told them Lyla had been captured to force them
to surrender nyssa. A furious John scolded Nyssa and the League for their lack of glory. Laurel tried to calm him down the way he wanted Nyssa to be in the League. Nyssa told them she was quitting, but Laurel told them they'd lose their soul if they surrendered to her to get Lyla back.  Nyssa, Laurel, John and Felicty
met Oliver and the Assassins. Oliver told Maseo to look for those weapons. Felicity refused and Oliver made Maseo back. Oliver told Nyssa to tie himself up and then release Lyla. Maseo told Nyssso to kneel before Oliver, but he refused. Lyla grabbed two guns hidden in Felicty and quickly shot two killers. In the ensuing
fight, Nyssa took down two guards and managed to break her bonds, after which she took the sword. He fought Maseo in one fight while Team Arrow quickly became overpowered by assassins. When Laurel became overwhelmed Maseo quickly modestly deranged Nyssa and photographed her. Nyssa then was dragged
away by the killers.  When his father was brought in, he told him how he stole food, but he always found out. He then opened his sword and found the Omega virus. Ra told her he was trying to remember him, as he was before he left the league. Nyssa mentioned that all her life she had been afraid of him, but she wasn't
afraid of him anymore. Ra told Oliver to kill him, but stopped him at the last minute. He congratulated Oliver on his crossing and said there was no point in his death. As she learned, she wanted him to marry Oliver, Nyssa said, He'd rather die. But Ra said he had no choice in this. He told her he was marrying Oliver and
he was going to be the Demon's bride.     Later, he was brought to dinner in front of his father and Oliver, Ra decided that he wanted him to be on the family line, and so he wanted a grandchild to tell Nyssa to get pregnant with Oliver's child, a decision he visibly not happy about. Later, his father met him in his room and
told him he would be respectful to her, but instead scoffed at him. His father had brought a necklace that belonged to his mother and told him how he met her when she refused to marry Oliver, kept her face in a threatening case and forced her to marry Oliver. Nyssa's marrying Oliver. After oliver's crew was caught and
infected with alpha omega virus, he married Oliver, and the union is sealed, according to the priestess. When Ra set his plan, which was to infect Starling City with a Bioweapon, he was put on a plane and guarded by several members of the league. The plane was later sabotaged and Nyssa seemed confused, Ra's was
about to kill his daughter when Oliver showed his deception, he gave his sword to Nyssa and he killed most of the men on the plane. Ra's, unfortunately, escaped from the canister with only a parachute and they landed the plane safely in the woods. They invaded Palmer Technologies and gave the group a scare, he
held the group to a bow-point, but was demolished by Oliver, Oliver was later knocked off Diggle and he raised his bow to protect her new husband, but was once again dropped by Oliver. Later, when the group drew up a plan, he went with Laurel to take down another member. and despite not being inocted, he went with
the plan, saying: This is the act of my father, I see it undone. After that, he and Oliver left Nanda Parbat. Nyssa returned to Nanda Parbat, where she discovered Malcolm had become the next Ra's al Ghul, his proof of the rise is that he was tortured by Ra's sword and he also survived, noting that he wanted to escape ra's
as he wanted, Nyssa said he had not forgiven him for what he had done and vowed that he would have justice. Malcolm greeted him to try and he was forced to kneel in front of him along with other dozen members of the room. [13] Meeting his mother and half-brother with Rainie, Nyssa came to Malcolm's aid when he
was caught in Lourdes and Saracon. He had only seen his half-brother from afar and could not speak to him. Nyssa looked into the depths of the cave and saw Lourdes's body, unaware that she was her own mother. He asked Malcolm who he was, and he lied that Lourdes was not someone Nyssa didn't know. After that,
they left the cave of collapse, leaving Lourdes's body behind. [14] Malcolm and Nyssa too disbanded was sparring before Laurel and Thea arrived at Nanda Parbat to try and convince Malcolm to use the Lazarus Pit to revive Sara, which Malcolm refused and Nyssa agreed with his decision. Nyssa later explained to



Laurel that using the pit has serious consequences and her father paid a dark price for using the pit and she didn't want to see Sara going through that pain. After Malcolm finally agreed to use the pit of Sara, Nyssa furiously pushed and told Laurel that everything that happened to Sara was her responsibility. Nyssa later
destroyed the hole and malcolm took it. After being in jail, Nyssa refused to eat anything, waiting just for the right time to attack Malcolm and his men, asking the Talibah to help him gather loyalists in his war against Malcolm. [16] During his captivity, Nyssat visited Sara, whose soul had been restored. Stunned and
overjoyed to see his beloved alive and whole, Nyssa embraced him. Sara promised to find a way to get her out of Nanda Parbat, but Nyssa reminded Sara that her own actions led to her predicament. Nyssa reported that if Sara truly loves her, she'll leave and never look back to find a new life untethered to her past. Sara
tearfully agreed, and the former lovers hugged for the last time before she left. [17] Nyssa finally escaped Nanda Parbat with the help of the assassin Talibah, who slipped the key into her through a hollow out pepper for her dinner. The couple searched for Lotus Kyushu, guarded by Tatsu Yamashiro. Tatsu and Nyssa
found her skills to be too evenly matched in the result and Nyssa gave the opportunity to keep fighting or giving up and listen to the news she was in the situation Oliver. Later that night, Nyssa thea showed up in a hospital room offering Oliverlotus elixir, which balances the effects of lazarus's hole, on the condition that he
kill Malcolm. After Damien Darhk tragically killed Laurel, Nyssa returned to Star City to pay his respects. However, Nyssa grew anxious when Quentin asked if there was any way to bring her back to st. Lazarus Pit, but Nyssa told her that she'd be destroyed and there are no other means to bring Laurel back. Worried
about Quentin's well-being, Nyssa turned to Oliver and asked him to speak to Quentin, convince him to deny him, and to embrace grief. Later, Nyssa attended Laurel's funeral with Diggle, Thea, Felicity, Quentin, Dinah and Oliver before leaving Star City. [18] Family Nyssa, Slade and Oliver lian Yu question. In May 2017,
Oliver contacted Nyssa to help defeat Adrian Chase/Prometheus and save his family and friends. Malcolm didn't want to work with him at first, but he accepted it after convincing Oliver. Malcolm revealed that they would also fight Chase's mentor, Talia al Ghuli, Nyssa's paternal half-sister, much to his shock. After chasing
Chase's plane, the trio flew to Lian Yu, where Chase and his allies were. During the flight, Nyssa briefly mentioned that Ra's al Ghul sent him to Lian Yu nine years ago in 2008 and found Sara on the island. [19] Nyssa confronts her sister Talia in Lian Yu. On the island, Nyssa was respected by Talia, who taunted her
sister for her stupidity by giving up the coat of Ra's al Ghul and announced she only left because it became clear that her father had never passed on the title of woman, including her daughter, but Nyssa accused her of selfishly giving up her to suffer at the hands of her father when she needed him most. Although Talia
expressed how Nyssa shamed their father by taking her to court with Oliver, Nyssa simply said that she was fighting with her friends and that Ra's from the start had always felt ashamed of her. Nyssa then dueled and defeated her sister, but when Talia's acolytes lunged at her, Slade had arrived just in time to kill them.
When Nyssa held his sword to his throat, Talia taunted him to kill him, saying Ra al Ghul's approval, but he couldn't do it, knocking him unconscious. He then helped Team Arrow and Deathstroke win Talia's acolytes with Adrian Chase and, like everyone else, he was shaken when Chase announced Oliver's son was
dead. Chase supplied the island with explosives, his death as a trigger, and eventually shot himself in the head, committing suicide and destroying an island that is still there. Nyssa survived the island's devastation, taking shelter with other survivors on the Chase plane. Then he went looking for Evelyn. Thanatos Guild
Nyssa was not a member of the Thanatos Guild, but he went undercover to gain access to and exploit their organization. He launches an explosion at Guild headquarters and fights them before fleeing star city and traveling. Nyssa intercepts Thea Queen and Roy Harper when they are on their way out of town and
informs Thea from the Guild of Danger to her because she is also the heir demon. He enlists Team Arrow for help to get Malcolm's last sieve, a mysterious cat where they initially didn't know what he was surrounded by, before the Thanatos Guild gets back. With the help of Oliver Queen, Thea Queen, Felicity Smoak,
Roy Harper and John Diggle, he uncovers a map revealing the existence of three more Lazarus shams around the world. He has set the goal of destroying the rest of Lazarus' pits with Thea and Roy to ensure that they are not used for corrupt purposes and to make up for the lies made by his father Ra's al Ghul. After
they successfully destroyed all lazarus laces, Nyssa went to Thailand to do some of the business that was left over. [21] Anti-Monitor Crisis Nyssa helped Flash, Kid Flash, Batwoman, Ray and Atom on a mission to stop Outkast from destroying more Earth. Despite the help of the Justice League, they failed to prevent
Outkast from destroying Earth D and Earth 76. [22] Nyssa was killed when the rest of the multiverse was destroyed by antimatter. [23] The new multiverse at the funeral of Nyssa and Talia Oliver. Nyssa was brought back to life when the multiverse was restored. Nyssa later attended Oliver Queen's funeral with her sister
Talia and reunited with Sara. Despite Sara having moved on from having a relationship with Ava Sharpe, Nyssa still called Sara her beloved. [24] Deleted future Deleted from the future in which Oliver died in crisis, Nyssa filled the role of training her and Felicity's daughter, Mia Queen, when she grew up. Under Nyssa's
guidance, Mia became a 2040. [25] Rewritten reality in reality created by Eobard Thawne, using the Spear of Destiny, nyssa's life changed drastically so that she lived an unhappy, melted life in the middle of Ohio, thanks to Malcolm and his spite that she had against her. [26] I understand what you are doing. Part of me
even respects it, but the points of the League of Assassins are balanced here. It's naïve to think that this can be solved without bloodshed. Nyssa al Ghul oliver queen in the heat of battle shows Nyssa's stoic demeanor and cold-blooded killer. If not in the heat of the battle, contrasting what people would expect from her
being the League of Assassins as well as Ra's al Ghul daughter, Nyssa shows a warm, kind and caring side to those she loves like her friends like Laurel alongside Team Arrow, and her love like Sara Lance. Nyssa's pain is evident in her first appearance, heartbroken that Sara had left her behind, she was more upset
about it than any obvious betrayal in the League, she refuses to kill Sara, even if she is offered the chance to do so, she finds herself suffering grief when she discovers that Sara had poisoned herself, rushing to her aid and crying, the ultimate act of kindness on her part was freeing Sara from her allegiance and vows in
the League of Assassins as well as the threat of the League of Assassins; touched Sara immortal to care for her the woman begged arrow not to kill her; despite the fact that he is dying, his friendliness can also be seen in his debut; giving a warm smile and a playful wink to the young boy waiting for him in line at the
airport. Nyssa also seems to be very moral because she just restrained the guards who tried to arrest her during her debut and didn't involve innocent people and just made her way out after she subdued them. Nyssa can be as cold as any other member of the hit-and-hitter league. He's acting more out of personal
vengeance than loyalty to the League. He didn't kill Sara, but he used his ex-lover's mother to pay for the kidnapping, he delivers an ultimatum, declaring that he would show Sara how he felt that someone he loved would be taken from her if she didn't return, that revenge for Sara's departure would continue, she would
feel abandoned again if Sara died rather than going back to the league. and for him. He declares that if that were the case, he would kill Sara's family. However, she quickly gave up on it when she realized Sara would rather die than return to the league and decided to release her instead of letting her die, it meant she
still cares for Sara despite them no longer lovers. Even when Sara agreed to return to the League of Assassins in exchange for those who helped defeat Slade's army, she told Quentin Lance that she would die before she let Sara die. After Sara died, she became angry and was convinced Malcolm Merlyn was the killer.
In the process, he even robbed Thea Malcolm to lure out. If Oliver didn't believe Malcolm did it, he quickly thought of him as an enemy and was willing to kill him. She had a deep hatred for Malcolm because she was convinced that she had killed Sara despite her swearing at her daughter she was not responsible, later
revealed that she was partially right when she was drugged by Thea and had her kill Sara. This revelation made him hate Malcolm, that despite being ra's al Ghul now, he made it clear that he was still willing to kill him and tried to do so with all those duels. By the time Sara resurrected Lazarus Pit, much of her horror as
she (rightly) knew that her former lover would only suffer from her new life, although it has since been cancelled as Sara was able to Controlling himself, Nyssa's resentment of Malcolm grew to the point that he swore illiterate to kill Malcolm in a way that would not come back. At first, Nyssa had a contentious relationship
with Laurel Lance because the latter held the former responsible for Sara's death while Nyssa believed Laurel was not worth wearing Sara's jacket. Later, however, the two began to grow closer, nyssa testified that Laurel reminded him of Sara and offered to train her to become a black Canary Island. The two remained
friendly even when Nyssa considered Oliver an enemy, often sharing his memories of Sara. Nyssa has proven to be knowledgeable and respectful even when she is a vendetta. It was seen when he referred to Jansen with a venerable sensei before threatening to kill him over Malcolm's seat. Despite Nyssa's intelligent
and calculating traits, she is prone to allowing herself to be emotionally blind, especially when it comes to Sara, she even tried to attack Ra's al Ghul in a fit of rage after learning she denied him what she believes in her legacy, according to Malcolm, Nyssa's ultimate dream was to succeed her father, which she lost all
chance of doing if she chose a relationship with Sara, Nyssa believes it too and believed Ra's making Oliver his successor was a way to punish Nyssa (but it's wrong , because Ra's reasons to make Oliver his successor, is because he lived in his duel and because Nyssa has proven unfit to become a leader in the
league, as he has time and time again proved that he allows his emotions to cloud his decision) but because he has proven unfit to become a leader in the league, as he has always and again proved that he allows his emotions to cloud his judgment) but because he has proved unfit to become a leader of the league , as
he has time and time again proved that he allows his emotions to cloud his decision) but since he has proven unfit to become a leader in the league, as he has time and time again proved that he allows his emotions to cloud his decision) but since he has proven unfit to become a leader of the league, as he has over and
over again proved that he allows his emotions to cloud his judgment) but because he has proven unfit to become a leader in the league, as he has proven again and again that he allows his emotions to cloud his judgment) but because he has proven unfit to become a leader in the league, as he has proven again and
again that he allows his emotions to cloud his judgment) but because he has proven unfit to become a leader in the league , as he has time and time again proved that he allows his emotions to cloud his decision) but since he has proven unfit to become a leader in the league, as he has time and time again proved that,
Nyssa is not always without compassion or reason, he will not spare Thea physically killing Sara because she was mind-controlled by Malcolm to do so. He also put down the sword Thea gave him to defeat Roy and Laurel non-lethal rather than going deadly methods. Although the nyssa's hostility towards Oliver is not
entirely clear, he can repeatedly see him trust and care about him, for example when he willingly listened to his every word when they crashed; he immediately raised his bow to protect his new husband when Diggle knocked Oliver into the ground; and later, when he healed his sword wound after the battle with Ra's,
especially, Nyssa had no ill will against Oliver when he killed him Father, despite wanting to do it himself and even quickly change his survival by getting shot because of his over-armourness, conveying a warm smile, during which he also smiled. Despite not being together, Nyssa still sees Oliver as her husband and
Thea as her brother-in-law, it's further proven that they both care about each other if Oliver wants them to use the ancient rules so that he should face Malcolm instead of Nyssa, Nyssa has shown that even though he can be emotionally blinded. to dazzle. he was able to change when he realized Laurel's advice that he
was becoming his father in his quest to remove Malcolm from his throne, and instead of continuing too in the way he used his newfound authority as Ra's al Ghul to disband the League of Assassins and leave Oliver and Laurel in civil terms. Nyssa has grown up caring for Oliver and his team, having been through a
struggle to come to see Oliver to help him, even going so far as to call them his friends, and that he would stand with them when his sister Talia doubted his determination to join his father's murderer. Despite being forced to marry, Nyssa still recognises Oliver as her husband, even though she doesn't love him like one,
which means she's still vowing. It seems to be an attempt to embarrass Oliver when he even told Slade Wilson about their marital status, causing Slade to question Oliver's love life. Abilities Peak in a person's physical condition: As a highly qualified assassin, Nyssa is in top physical condition with quick reflexes. He's
considerably faster than Oliver Queen and Malcolm Merlyn, despite oliver being the same age as him. Nyssa was strong enough to break Isabel Rochev's neck. [1] Acrobatics/ Free-running: Nyssa is very agile and graceful, able to easily parkour her surroundings during fights. Like Sara Lance, Nyssa can easily descend
from high altitudes with a scarf. [1] Honed Senses: As a trained assassin, Nyssa is a highly developed mind capable of identifying the existence of others before they turn to him. For example, Nyssa concluded that Oliver was watching a meeting with Sara without turning around. [1] Master hand fighter/Martial artist:
Having trained in the League of Assassins since childhood, Nyssa is a highly qualified hand fighter and martial artist, having undergone the same training that all league members do, even though being the daughter of Ra's al Ghul meant that she had undergone a higher level of training. His style seems to consist of
boxing, Karate, Muay Thai, Hapkido, Taekwondo, Judo, Sambo, Kali, Kickboxing, Kung Fu, Aikido and Krav Maga. Nyssa could easily defeat five armed security guards in a matter of seconds. He also fought against Oliver as the Arrow in both matches, even managed to gain briefly dominance and almost beat him until
he finally turned the tide. Nyssa proved herself a brisk fighter, using her light weight and flexibility to her advantage. He can hold on to Malcolm repeatedly, even though Malcolm always won over the line over him. Nyssa once beat Malcolm when he had a sword, when he only had a stick, and he caught him unexpectedly.
However, during the League Civil War, Nyssa confirmed that she could not defeat Malcolm in unarmed combat. Nyssa was can drown Maseo Yamashiro in his fight, only to lose the fact that he defeated Laurel Lance. Nyssa repeatedly demonstrated the ability to hold and win several members of the league and the
Thanatos Guild herself at once, even though she was defeated by the opposition guild leader, Athena. He finally trained Mia Queen to fight. [1] Master Sagittarius: Nyssa showed the skills of archery, which seemed to rival that of Oliver and Malcolm's. He was able to keep up with Oliver in his first one-on-one archery
battle and almost won. Nyssa can also easily shoot arrows in a moving vehicle. [1] Master stick-fighter: Nyssa has proven to be a very proficient stick-fighter, he was able to take down several armed guards with a police baton. Like Oliver, he uses offen as a blunt weapon in close combat. [1] Master swordswoman: As a
former member of the League of Assassins, Nyssa is a wonderful swordswoman, he was able to power and defeat Malcolm when he had a sword when he was only a stick. In his sparring sessions though, Malcolm had repeatedly defeated him, also during the League Civil War, Nyssa asserted that he could not win
Malcolm's sword duel. In addition to this, his sword duel against Oliver, who had greatly improved his fencing skills, Nyssa was disarming for seconds. Nyssa was able to defeat some of the killers in the League, using Oliver's sword himself, and proved capable of fighting equally, even defeating his older half-sister, Talia
al Ghuli, despite the latter's much greater experience; although it was only because he just caught Talia off-guard. Nyssa was able to put a good fight on her confrontation against Athena, but she was soon better. [1] Master knife welder / Knife thrower: Nyssa is a very proficient knife welder because he was able to easily
slit the throat of a League member and is also able to throw his darts with great precision. [1] High-level intellect/master stroke/leader: Nyssa is an intelligent and well-trained strategy and subterfuge field. He devised a plan to poison Laurel and later kidnap Dinah Lance to force Sara Lance to return to him and the
League. He also kidnapped Thea Queen to lure Malcolm out. As the demon's former heir, Nyssa showed leadership skills as he led a team of assassins to fight Slade Wilson's Mirakuru army and take back the league from Malcolm. Nyssa was also able to infiltrate the Thanatos Guild and discover their endgame, even
having developed a fail-safe to help her escape from the guild when she was discovered. [1] Explosives expert: Nyssa has been highly trained in the use of plastic explosives because he put net bombs on the thanatos guild base to cover his escape when he infiltrated the group. [4] Expert medic: Nyssa has received first
aid. He nursed Sara, who died of Lian's starvation. to toast and heal a sword wound on Oliver's arm after a battle with Ra. [1] Toxicology: Nyssa showed familiar poisons. He used a small amount of Tibetan viper poison to poison Laurel in ruse to bring sara back, and immediately realized that Sara poisoned herself with a
poisoner. Nyssa later used an arrow-laced sedative to make Roy Harper faint. [1] Multilingual: Nyssa is able to speak Fluent English, Arabic, Japanese and Russian. Nyssa meditates in the Arrow Cave. Meditation: Nyssa is qualified for the art of meditation, which she used to stay calm while holding a captive cell in
Arrowcave by Team Arrow. Stealth/infiltration/Escape artist: Nyssa is very experienced in entering and leaving buildings undiscovered, like Sara, she uses a scarf to quickly descend from the ceilings. Nyssa was able to break into the Arrow Cave undetected and ambush Oliver and Roy. He also invaded the Thanatos
Guild unnoticed long enough to know about his plans. [4] Equipment Customized Hunting Arrows: Nyssa carries a number of black arrows with her all the time. These arrows feature special red fletching and tip. [1] Adapted pse chaos AD Compound bow: Nyssa wields a personal compound bow, similar to Malcolm
Merlyn. It is possible that this bow is the signature bow of the League of Assassins. Dagger: Nyssa wears a personalized dagger to her right thigh. The room features gold trim and a marked blade. He drew this dagger in reconnecting with Sara Lance and while he was fighting against the Arrow. [1] League of Assassins
suit: Nyssa wears a protective suit with black robes, unique from the usual garb worn by League assassins. His suit differs from that it features loose fitting garbs and a red shoulder pauldron. The red color indicates Nyssa's seniority in the League. [27] Sword: Nyssa may be predominantly proficient in the sword. His
sword of choice is Arabian Sands scimitar. [1] Trick arrows: Shortly after his return to Starling City, Nyssa uses a bola arrow to save Laurel from a thug who was about to use another knife, after the former underestimated her opponent. [1] Quake: Nyssa wears a black quake to keep arrows in her back all the time. [1]
Former equipment Scarf: Nyssa uses a scarf to descend down the ceiling. He also used it to block Malcolm's arrows. Darts: Nyssa used a dart to calm Roy Harper, making him faint. [3] Appearances of Arrow DC Legends of Tomorrow Season 1 Left Behind (Mentioned) River of Time (flashbacks) Season 2 Flash Season
4 Crisis Earth-X, Part 3 (indirectly mentioned) Batwoman Season 1 Crisis infinite earths: The second part (mentioned) Comic Book Arrow: Season 2.5 Arrow: Dark Archer Sacrifice (flashbacks) Justice crisis Infinite Earths Giant Crisis Infinite Earths Giant #1 Gallery Art Concept Concept Annex photo of this gallery Lance,
and given his name, is the result of a bootstrap paradox. When the 2016 version of Sara became stranded in 1958, she joined the League of Assassins and was released two years later in 1960. Sara told Ra's al Ghul to send her future daughter, whom she suggested would be named Nyssa, to Lian Yu in October 2008,
where Nyssa would meet Sara the younger herself, who repeats the cycle. [28] Despite the fact that Nyssa and Oliver Queen were not together, Nyssa married under the Law of the Assassins' Union until Nyssa annulled his marriage in the Guild of Thanatos. Nyssa has a habit of introducing herself to characters who
don't know who she is, like Oliver and Felicity Smoak, noting: I'm Nyssa. Daughter of Ra's al Ghul. Heir to the demon. [1] [8] Nyssa developed a fondness for black and white milkshakes. Like Laurel, she started to like her french fries dipping into a milkshake. Oliver has remained the only person Nyssa has promised to
fight for him in battle. [29] Nyssa did not start using the computer until she was 25. [4] In the River Time, Nyssa and Sara are still in love with each other. Although his reign with Ra's al Ghul was brief before he disbanded in the League, Nyssa still remains the only living person to hold the title. She is also the first and only
woman to have the title as well despite her brief stint as a League leader. Behind the scenes of DC comics, Nyssa Raatko is Ra's al Ghul's eldest daughter. He was estranged from his father and the League as a show, and he planned for decades to kill him and take control of the League with his younger sister Talia al
Ghul, whom he drove in the insanity of killing and reviving him repeatedly with lazarus Pit.  Under Katrina's Law of Dragoncon, she believed she was auditioning for Earth-1 Lady Shiva before being cast by Nyssa al Ghul. [30] Promo Heir Demon , Nyssa is shown in a full costume fighting With Roy Harper. However, this
scene did not make it to the final episode. Nyssa referring to Sara Lance as her beloved is similar to Talia calling her lover, Batman, beloved comics. Links Links
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